History
‘Remember the days of old; consider the years of many generations; ask your father, and he will show you,
your elders, and they will tell you’ Deuteronomy 32:7
At St Meriadoc CE Infant Academy our History Curriculum follows the National Curriculum. Our school ethos celebrates all aspects of school life and
endeavours to provide positive experiences for all pupils. This is reflected in our vison and mission statements.
At St Meriadoc CE Infant Academy history is taught through our exciting and creative topics. Through history lessons children gain coherent knowledge and
understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. They are inspired to know more about the past and the people who are significant in our lives
today. At St Meriadoc CE Infant Academy we equip the children with the skills they need to become historians and find out about the past for themselves.
This enables them to be able to ask questions, think critically, weigh evidence and develop their own opinions. Teachers at St Meriadoc CE Infant Academy
will give the children the vocabulary they will need to enable them to be able to talk about history, this is planned to be progressive from foundation up to
Year 2. We believe that children gain knowledge and skills not only through experiences in the classroom but also with use of fieldwork and educational
visits where the children learn about significant events, people and places in their own locality.
The History Lead is responsible for supporting colleagues in their teaching, keeping them informed of current developments in the subject, and by providing a
strategic lead and direction for History including following the school’s robust system for monitoring and assessing Foundation subjects for History.

History
Our children are supported through our five chosen rights from the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and our core Christian
Values, all embodied through our vision of God Believes, We Believe, I Believe and our mission statement:
‘Through enjoyable, memorable learning, supported by our core Christian Values and high expectations, we can aspire to make
educated choices in order to flourish to live a rich and fulfilled life.’
Rights and Respect
At St Meriadoc CE Infant Academy, we are proud to teach and promote children’s rights. We learn about our five chosen rights from the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child:
A12:
A15:
A28:
A29:
Right to a voice
Right to a faith
Right to an education
Right to be the best you can be
Our School Council: Rights Ambassadors support that all children receive their rights across all areas of school life.

A31:
Right to relax and play

In addition to our five school rights, we reference other rights from the convention where appropriate and purposeful links can be made to support
learning. Such as in all History topics we refer to Article 17 - the right to reliable information from a variety of sources. As with all areas of the
curriculum, when planning, we also use our school Ethos document to weave Rights, British Values and RSHE teaching to ensure a holistic approach,
rather than these areas being taught as ‘add ons’.
Christian Values
Our whole school ethos is underpinned by our core Christian Values of Faith, Love, Respect, Perseverance and Forgiveness. In History, we further explore
these values such as exploring how different historical figures had faith and a belief to make change for a better world.

History

Intent
(curriculum design, coverage and
appropriateness)

Implementation
(curriculum delivery, teaching and assessment)

Impact
(attainment and progress)

Our aim of the History curriculum is to ensure that
all children are inspired and curious about Britain’s
past and of the rest of the world.
• We believe high quality history lessons inspire
children to want to know more about the past and
to think and act as historians.
• Many of our lessons use an enquiry-based
approach where the children are expected to think
critically and be able to ask and answer questions.
• The children are equipped with the vocabulary
that they need to become historians and to talk
about the past and the passing of time.
• Lessons provide opportunities for children to
support, evaluate and challenge their own and
others’ views using a range of primary and
secondary sources.
• We believe that children will gain knowledge and
skills not only through experiences in the classroom
but also with use of fieldwork and educational visits.

To ensure that high quality history is taking place
throughout the whole school we implement a curriculum
which is progressive from EYFS through to Year 2.
• History lessons are planned through our termly topics with
a focus on knowledge and skills.
• History lessons have a strong focus on vocabulary which
ensures that all children are able to talk about history using
the appropriate language.
• The subject leaders work closely alongside teachers to
ensure that knowledge and skills within history lessons are
progressive through the school.
• Our robust foundation subject monitoring system, includes
planning scrutiny, book looks, subject data analysis, subject
coverage checks, lesson observations and pupil conferencing
will enable the curriculum leaders to check coverage and
progression.

• Children will know more, remember more and
understand more about history.
• Children will be able to think critically about
history and be able to ask and answer questions.
• Children will be able to talk about history using
historical language which will be built upon each
year.
• Children will understand and use the key skills:
chronological understanding, knowledge and
understanding of events in the past, historical
interpretation, historical enquiry and organisation
and communication.
• Children’s progress is tracked using our
Foundation assessment grids, using the skills
progression assessment records too. Any areas of
development will have been identified.

History
History - Skills and knowledge components: Progression document building from previous year’s learning
Chronological

events

Nursery

Reception

Imitates events
in their own life
during play.

Put significant
events in their lives
in order.

Talks about
special events
in their own
lives.

Use of sources

Begin to look
at the world
around them.
Begin to ask
questions.

Begin to
understand past
and present.
Ask questions to
find out more
about People or
photographs.

Year 1

Year 2

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6
Talk in depth about
the theme in relation
to other historical
events and the
impact of these,
linking to modern
day.
Understand the
methods of historical
enquiry, including
how it is used to
make historical
claims.

Put things in
order
Significant to
themselves.

Put things in order
within the topic.

Order events
over a larger
timescale.

Beginning to think
about the impact
of historical
events/people.

Shows some
understanding and
talks with some
clarity about the
impact of historical
events.

People,
photographs,
Personal
Opinions and
facts.

Offers opinions
and facts with
some reasoning.

Distinguishing
between fact
and opinions
and given
reasons.

Understanding the
difference between
primary and
secondary sources.

Use a variety of
reliable sources to
gain a deeper
understanding of
Compare historical
sources and suggest
the validity of these.
subject.

Children pose
own questions
to gain an
understanding
of the topic.
Question why
something
happened and
how it impacted
people.

Generate
purposeful
questions.

Begin to use
questions to
understand
significant events.

Question why
something
happened and how
it impacted people
long term.

A detailed study of
a particular
famous person and
their historical
legacy.

Language
specific to topic
(e.g.
mummified)

Language specific
to topic (e.g.
mummified)

Language specific
to topic (e.g.
mummified)

Say own opinions
and ideas.

Historical
Enquiry

Begin to ask
why.

Ask questions to
find out more
information.

Who? Where?
When? Why?

Answer simple
questions relating
to the topic.

Analyse and
evaluate the
impact of
significant
people/events in
history

Talk about
past and
present in
their own
lives and that
of family and
friends.
Long ago,
Past
Now
Present
Tomorrow
future.

Begin to talk
about why
something has
happened showing
their
understanding.

To talk simply
about why
something
happened.

Explore a
particular event
and how if
affected people at
the time.

Past
Present
Future
Use and
understand
meanings of words
related to topic.

Past, present,
future
Language
specific to topic
(e.g.
mummified)

Language specific
to topic (e.g.
mummified)

Vocabulary

Year 3

Identify significant
events, make
connections, draw
contrast and analyse
trends
A detailed study of a
particular famous
person and their
historical legacy
from at least two
different points of
view.
Language specific to
topic (e.g.
mummified)

History
Historical timeline:
FS:
Events within living memoryHistoric Cornwall, the place where I live.
The royal family/ Kings and Queens.
KS1:
Changes within living memory.
Events from the past centuries e.g. The Great fire of London, The first Airplane flight (nationally or globally)
Significant individuals from the past to compare life in different periods e.g. Kings and Queens, Explorers e.g. Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong. Florence

Nightingale, Mary Seacole, Rosa Parks.
Historical events, people and places in their locality e.g. The history of Lincoln, Hartsholme Park etc.
LKS2;
Britain stone age to iron age/ Celts e.g. Early hunter-gatherer’s, early farmers, bronze age, iron age,
The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain e.g. Influence on Lincoln could be a focus, culture and beliefs, roman inventions, Boudica, Julius Caesar etc.
Local history study e,g. Ireland, Scotland, Famous invasions or a significant sites in British history.
Ancient Greece e.g. a study of achievements and their influence on the western world.
UPKS2:
Study an aspect/theme in British history that extends pupils chronological knowledge beyond 1066. E.g. Case studies on changing monarchs, Changes in social

history i,e, crime and punishment, turning points in British history- the first railways, the battle of Britain, the great wars.
Earliest civilizations – e.g. Inca’s, Aztecs.
Non-European society to provide contrasts e.g. Mayan Civilization, African civilizations.

History
Foundation Stage – Nursery and Reception - some of the wonderful things we do in History (UtW) at St Meriadoc CE Infant
Academy
•
•
•
•
•

Observe changes in seasons and themselves over their time in foundation stage
Learn about the historical botanist Beatrix Potter
Find out about special historical features of Cornwall such as Tin Mines
Explore transport from History
Explore famous artists from the past – such as Mondrian and Kadinsky

Reception - Yearly Overview –Skills and knowledge components: Progression document coverage

History

Autumn - Colours of me

Spring- Once upon a time

Summer - The marvellous mystery tour

Skills Components:
Put significant events in their lives in
order.
Begin to understand past and
present.
Ask questions to find out more about
People or photographs.
Say own opinions and ideas.

Skills Components:
Vocabulary: Past
Present
Future
Use and understand meanings of words
related to topic.

Skills Components:
Ask questions to find out more about People or
photographs.
Ask questions to find out more information.
Begin to talk about why something has happened
showing their understanding.

Historic Timeline: Events within living
memory

Historic Timeline: Historic Cornwall, the place
where I live.
Historic Timeline: The royal family (link real royal
family to fictional royal characters).

Vocabulary: Past
Present
Future
Use and understand meanings of
words related to topic.

Vocabulary: Past
Present
Future
Use and understand meanings of words related to
topic.

History
Year 1 – some of the wonderful things we do in History at St Meriadoc CE Infant Academy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn about the history of castles
Make medieval tools and a trebuchet
Learn about pirates from history including some famous Cornish Pirates - Lady Elizabeth Killigrew.
Research the history of the R.N.L.I and the part Grace Darling’s rescue played in the early formation of the organisation.
Learn about how Cornishman Henry Trengrouse saved many lives with his invention of the Breeches buoy.
Learn about famous historical explorers
Learn about famous authors through history
Learn about artists and composers from the past

Year 1 - Yearly Overview – National Curriculum and Skills and knowledge components: Progression document coverage

Autumn – Heroes and Explorers

Spring – Into the Woods

Summer – Castles and Coasts

NC objectives:

NC objectives:

NC objectives:

He/she can describe the similarities and
differences between life during a time in
the past and life today
He/she can ask questions about the past
with some support
He/she knows some of the ways that we
can find out about the past with support
He/she can answer questions about the
past using given sources with support
Historical understanding he/she can use
pictures and role play to tell stories from
the past.
He/she can use a wide vocabulary of
everyday historical term including those

He/she can use a wide vocabulary of everyday
historical term including those related to
passing of time eg before, after, a long time
ago and past

He/she can describe the similarities and
differences between life during a time in the
past and life today
He/she can ask questions about the past with
some support
He/she knows some of the ways that we can
find out about the past with support
He/she can answer questions about the past
using given sources with support
Historical understanding he/she can use
pictures and role play to tell stories from the
past.
He/she can use a wide vocabulary of everyday
historical term including those related to

History
related to passing of time eg before, after,
a long time ago and past
He/she can describe an artefact e.g.
materials, size, sign and wear and tear
with support
Skills Components:

Put things in order
Significant to themselves.
People, photographs,
Personal Opinions and facts.
Who? Where? When? Why?
To talk simply about why something
happened.
Past , present, future
Language specific to topic

passing of time eg before, after, a long time
ago and past
He/she can describe an artefact e.g. materials,
size, sign and wear and tear with support
He/she can discuss some significant historical
events, people and places in his own locality
Skills Components:

People, photographs,
Personal Opinions and facts.
Who? Where? When? Why?
Past , present, future
Language specific to topic

Skills Components:

People, photographs,
Personal Opinions and facts.
Who? Where? When? Why?
To talk simply about why something happened.
Past , present, future
Language specific to topic

Year 2 – some of the wonderful things we do in History at St Meriadoc CE Infant Academy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn about historical explorer Percy Fawcett who was lost in the jungle
Children will compare the experience of Percy Fawcett with modern day explorer Ed Stafford.
Children will be finding out about the history of space travel and the first people on the moon
Learn about Katherine Johnson and the crucial she played in the Apollo 11 mission
The children will find out what is happening in space now and what might happen in the future.
Children will be learning about the wide variety of dinosaurs and where and when they lived.
Children will use Disney’s Fantasia to learn about the era of the dinosaur, map out on a timeline the various dinosaur periods.
We will learn about famous fossil hunter Mary Anning and her discovery of fossils in UK and plot her discoveries and life on the class timeline.
We will learn about how she excavated fossils – hammer, chisel, brushes etc. We will questions whether the excavation of fossils has changed with
invention of machines and industry.

History
•
•
•

Children will learn about how satellite imaging helps palaeontologists find dig sites, how 3D printing can recreate finds, but how the hands-on
excavation has not changed much since the time of Mary Anning.
Children will compare mining before and after Trevithick’s invention of the Steam Engine.
Children will compare how invention made the life of a miner better e.g. invention of lift shafts compared to ladders, Humphrey Davy lamp on the
miner’s hat.

Year 2 - Yearly Overview – National Curriculum and Skills and knowledge components: Progression document coverage

NC objectives:
can place events and objects in
chronological order.
-can ask questions about the past.
-can answer questions about the past using
given sources.
- discuss significant events and people in
Britain within and beyond their living
memory
-knows some of the ways that we can find
out about the past.
- describe the similarities and differences
between life during a time in the past and
life today.
can answer questions about the past using
given sources.
- can discuss significant events and people
from the wider world, within and beyond
their living memory
describe the similarities and differences
between life during a time in the past and
life today.

NC objectives:
can use a wide vocabulary of everyday
historical terms including those related to the
passing of time.
- can place events and objects in chronological
order.
-can ask questions about the past.
-can answer questions about the past using
given sources.
- discuss significant events and people in
Britain within and beyond their living memory
-knows some of the ways that we can find out
about the past.
- describe the similarities and differences
between life during a time in the past and life
today.
can answer questions about the past using
given sources.
- can discuss significant events and people
from the wider world, within and beyond their
living memory

NC objectives:
can use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms
including those related to the passing of time.
- can place events and objects in chronological order.
-can ask questions about the past.
-can answer questions about the past using given
sources.
- discuss significant events and people in Britain within
and beyond their living memory
-knows some of the ways that we can find out about
the past.
can describe an artefact.
- describe the similarities and differences between life
during a time in the past and life today.
can discuss some significant historical events, people
and places in his/her own locality
describe the similarities and differences between life
during a time in the past and life today.

History

Components:
Put things in order within the topic. (Start
a class timeline to fill in over the year)
Offers opinions and facts with some
reasoning.
Answer simple questions relating to the
topic.
Language specific to topic (e.g. mummified)

describe the similarities and differences
between life during a time in the past and life
today.
Components:
Put things in order within the topic.
Offers opinions and facts with some reasoning.
Answer simple questions relating to the topic.
Explore a particular event and how it affected
people at the time.
Language specific to topic (e.g. mummified)

Components:
Put things in order within the topic.
Offers opinions and facts with some reasoning.
Answer simple questions relating to the topic.
Language specific to topic (e.g. mummified)

